SOME CARGO VESSELS FROM 30,000 – 50,000 DWT FOR SALE

Well maintained Bulker For Sale
MV "TBN" FLAG: PANAMA EX-NAME: NAVISION BULKER
DWT 36537 MTS ON 11.06M DRFT
BULKER
BLT: 1/1985 AT OSHIMA SHIPBUILDING , JAPAN
CLASS LR SS 09/2014 DD 11/2012
GT 22359 NT 12455
LOA 186.01M, BEAM 28.43M, DEPTH 15.63M
HOLDS 5 HATCHES 5
MCGCRS BOX FOLDNG TYPE CVRS
GRAIN 47361 BALE 45995 TEU 244
M/E SULZER 7RTA58, BHP 15132 TOTAL
SPEED 12,5 KN ON ABT 24,5 TNS 180 CST + 1,0 MDO
GEAR: 4 X 25T CRANES (ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC )
CO2 FTTD

+++ WE CAN DEVELOP FOR SALE THE FOLLOWING HANDYMAX VESSEL:

M/V "TBN" - MTA FLAG
=======================================
ABT 37,648 TDW ON 11.23 MTRS DRAFT
BLT 9/80 BALTIYSKIY ZAVOD, USR
RS SS P 08/09/2007 D 08/07/2012 DD P 22/08/2007 D 22/08/2010
DIMS: LOA 199.8/LBP 186.0/BEAM 27.87/DEPTH 15.6 IN MTRS
GT 23524 NT 13902 TPC 46
7 HO/9 HA MCGREGOR FOLDING TYPE, HYDRAULIC HATCH COVERS
ABT 47,128 GR
M/E: B+W 8DKRN74/160,13699 BHP AT 120 RPM
SPEED/CONS: 12.5KN/25T(B) 12.5K/28T(L) 13KN/27T(B) 13K/30T(L)
14KN/30T(B)
14K/34IFO(180)+2.5 MT MDO
GENS 3 X 400 KW, DGR 400 / 500
CR 5X20T
STR HC /AUSTR LADDERS FITTED/CO2 FITTED
LDT 9,873 M

++++

41062 DWT, BUILT 1984 - GEARED BULKCARRIER FOR SALE;
GEARED BULKCARRIER
41062 DWT ON 11.18M DRAFT
BUILT: DEC 1984, BY SANOYAS HISHINO MEISHO CORP, JAPAN
FLAG: PANAMA
CLASS: CCS, *CSA *CSM CMS BULKCARRIER ESP
LAST / NEXT DRYDOCK: JULY 2009 / JULY 2012
LAST / NEXT SPECIAL SURVEY: AUG 2009 / AUG 2014
LOA / Lbp x B x D: 182.75 / 174.00 x 30.00 x 15.80 M
GRT / NRT: 23186 / 13036 T
GRAIN / BALE: 49580 / 48007 M3
HOLDS / HATCHES: 5 / 5
GEAR: CRANES, 25T SWL x 4 + GRABS FITTED
MAIN ENGINE: SULZER 6RTA58, 6950 KW @ 127 RPM
SPEED / CONSUMPTION: 13 KNOTS ON 23T + MDO
HEAVY CARGO STRENGTHENED, HOLDS 2 & 4 MAY BE EMPTY
LDT: 6679 T
PRICE: INVITING BEST OFFER, WITH PROMPT CHARTER
FREE DELIVERY IN THE FAR EAST.

++++

**MV TBN - PANAMA FLAG**
ABT 44,960 DWT ON 11.8M DRAFT
BLT 1983 AT TAMANO, JAPAN
NK DD DEC 10 / SS MARCH 2013
GRT/NRT 26,570/14,360
LOA/L/B 182.8/31/16.7
HA/HO 5/5
M.E MITSUI - B&M / 6L67GA 10,700HP
GEN 3 SETS OF DAIHATSU 6SHTD-26H 6
CR 4X15T SWL (ORIGINAL 4X25T)
LDT 8,571

++++

**BULKER FOR SALE**
ABT 31.962 DWT ON 10.418 M
BLT 03/98 SAIKI HEAVY INDUSTRIES CO LTD
171.6M LOA 27M BEAM
RI
5HO 5HA 41756/41138 CBM G/B
6UEC52LA MITSUBISHI 9600BHP ON 133
CR 4X30T.

++++

**HANDYMAX BULKER FOR SALE:**
44.950 mts dwt on 11.318m
Built Hakodate 1994
NK Class, SS + DD passed 30/6/2009
5 Holds/Hatches, 1.988.105/1.916.314 cuft gr/bl
Hatches No. 1 16.8 x 17.6 m
Nos. 2-5 20.0 x 17.6 m
4/25 ton Fukushima cranes with electro hydraulic grabs
3 Yanmar generators each 400 KW
10.680 bhp Mitsui B&W 6S50MC main engine
Abt 14 knots on abt 28 tons

++++
BULKER FOR SALE;
30,109 DWT ON 10.4 M
BLT 3-1998 NAIKAI ZOSEN CORP, JAPAN
CLASS NK
SS 3-2013 DD 2-2011
LOA/B/D 169.97/27.00/14.20 M
GRT/NRT 18,406/10,765
5 HO/5 HA
GRAIN/BALE 40,066/37,775 CBM
CR 4 X 30T
M/E B+W 5S50MC 7,790 PS
3 X DAIHATSU 6DLB-19 480 PS
13.5 KN ON ABT 21.7 MT

+++ BULKER FOR SALE;
Deadweight: 37940 mts on 11,18 m draft
Built in 1983 in KOREA, SOUTH at HYUNDAI HI
Class: NV SS: 25/1/2012 DD: 01/12/2009 PASSED
Gross: 23991 / Net: 13042
LOA: 190.13 m - Breadth 28.45 m - Depth 15.6 m
Holds: 5 Hatches: 5
Grain: 49255 cbm Bale: 47038
Hatch Covers: MCGR
Gear: 4 X 25t CRANES
ME: B&W 5L67GFCA
BHP: 9251/117RPM Speed: 15,5 Knots
Speed: 13K/23MT with fuel consumption: 2.5MT
GENERATORS: 3 X DAIHATSU 6PSHTD-26H 1050 PS x 720RPM
775 KVA-620KWX 60Hz X 450 V
AHL FT TD
STR FOR HVY CGOS
ALT HOLD LOADING, GRAIN FT TD
LDT: 9239 MT.

+++++ MV TBN"
Bulker.
(Flag IND, Class LR Class Lr +100A1 Ice 3 - SS 10/08 DD 02/2011)
DWT 39,338 on 11.15m
Built 82 brazil
L.O.A. 200.90m / Beam 27.25m / L.B.P. 191.83m / Depth 15.22m
5 Holds / 5 Hatches, G.T. 23,658 / N.T. 15,237
B+W 8K67GF 15,000 BHP 123 RPM abt 11knts /26t, 12knts / 28t
Grain (47,564 cuft) / GEARED (2/35t 2/25t Cr)
L.D.T. 10,335
Owners inviting offers - Can guide very accurately.  
Can do delivery in China.

+++++++ 

BULKER FOR SALE 
BUILT 3/1997 BY SUMITOMO HEAVY INDUSTR IN JAPAN 
CLASS N.V. 
ABOUT 73.726MT DWT ON 13.85M DRAFT 
38.215 GT - 24.655 NT 
225,00M LOA X 217,28M LBP 32,00M BEAM 
87.298CBM GR AIN 
HOLDS 7 - HATCHES 7 
M/ENG DIESEL SULZER (7RTA48T) 12952 BHP 
ABOUT 14.5/15 KNOTS 
DT 9,520 TS.

+++ 

BULKER FOR SALE; 
Nor flag built 1984 
40,688 mtdwt on 11,187 m ssw 
loa 182,75 m / beam 30,00 m 
grt 23,594 / nrt 13,370 
5 ho/ha 
4 x 25 ts cranes with 4 x 8 cbm grabs 
50,868 cbm gr / 49,192 cbm bale.

++++++++++ 

GEARED BULK CARRIER FOR SALE: 
ABT 52540 DWT ON 12.3M DRFT 
BLT 1988 OKEAN U.S.S.R. 
RS SS 9/2013 
GRT 31649 NRT 17558 
LOA 215.39M BEAM 31.86M 
62900 GR 8 HO 8 HA 
1 DECK(S) 
M/E B&W 7DKRN67/170 13868 BHP 
GEAR: CRANES 4/30T 
GRABS: 4X10 
LWT 13675.

+++ 

BC, SINGLE DECK CARRIER 
ABT 32.744 DWT ON 10,02M DRFT 
BLT 12/2002 KANDA KAWAJIRI JAPAN 
CLASS NK SS 12/2012 DD 10/2010 
GRT 19885, NRT 11140 
LOA 177M BEAM 28,4M DEPTH 14,25M 
5 HO / 5 HA MACGREGOR END FOLDING TYPE
42857 GR 40896 BL
M/E 1 X MITSUBISHI 6UEC52LA 9001 BHP
4 X 30,5T CRANES
SPEED 13,50KNOTS ON 26,00TS
FULLY LOG FITTED WITH STEEL COLLASIBLE STANCHIONS
CO2 FIRE FIGHTING SYSTEM IS FITTED IN CARGO HOLDS.

+++  

**NB TBN 32,800 dwt - BLT 2009 China - Bulk Carrier**
**Built 2009 China**
CLASS: CCS
L.O.A.: 178.00M
BREADTH: 27.60M
DEPTH: 13.90M
DRAFT: 9.60M
GT/NT: 19834/11222
HO/HA: 5/5
HOLD CAPACITY/ 40700 M3
M.E. : MAN B&W 6S42MC×1set (MADE IN KOREA STX )
POWER: 6480KW×136r/min
SPEED: 13.5 KNOT
ABOUT 21.9 TONS / DAY (IFO 380 CST)
DIESEL ENGINE: POWER: 400KW KW
RATE: 1200R/MIL
Q'TY: 3 SETS
GENERATOR: POWER: 100KW
RATED REV: 1500R/MIN
Q'TY: 3 SETS
CRANE: 4 X 30T X 24M
ENDURANCE: 12,000SEA MILES
CREW COMPLEMENT: 30
CENTRALLY AIR- CONDITION
- Inspection any time by arrangement
- Delivery prompt.

+++++++++

**MV "TBN" - LIBERIAN FLAG**
**31,962 MTDW ON 10.42 M DRAFT**
BLT MARCH 1998 SAIKI JUKOGYO, JAPAN
CLASS RINA - SS/DD DUE MARCH 2013
STRENGTHHEDED FOR HEAVY CARGOES - HOLD NOS 2 & 4 MAY BE EMPTY
INT'L GRT/NRT 19,712 / 10,825
DIMS: LOA 171.60 LBP 163.60 BEAM 27.00 DEPTH 14.80 M
GRAIN/BALE 40,179 / 39,455 CUB M (1,426,079 / 1,404,845 CUB FT)
5 HO/HA - HOLD NOS 2/3/4 FULLY BOX SHAPED
HOLD NO 1 CONVENTIONAL
HOLD NO 5 BOX SHAPED WITH BOXED BENCHES
HA DIMS: NO.1 (13.43 x 15.00) NOS.2-4 (20.54 x 22.86) NO.5 (19.70 x 18.00)
M
CRANES 4 x 30 T
MITSUBISHI 6UEC52LA 9600 BHP AT 133 RPM
LIGHTWEIGHT ABT 7,072 MT
CO2 FITTED IN CARGO HOLDS / GRAIN FITTED
LOG FITTED WITH COLLAPSIBLE AND PERMANENT STANCHIONS FITTED.

MV "TBN" - BAHAMAS FLAG
34,683 MT DWT ON 10,650M DRAFT
BLT 2003/P.R.CHINA(TIANJIN XINGANG SHIPBUILDING HEAVY INDUSTRY CO.LTD)
ABS +A1(E),BULK CARRIER,SH,+AMS,+ACCU
SS/DD DUE 2013/JUNE 2011
HO/HA: 5/5
LOA 179.28 M / BEAM 28.00 M
GT 22072 / NT 11132
GRAIN 44021 CBM
CRANES 4x30 MT ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC
AUSTRALIAN HOLD LADDERS FITTED
CO2 FITTED / GRAB FITTED
HEAVY CARGOES STRENGTHENED
M/E SULZER YICHANG MARINE 6RTA48T-B /MCO 7650KW AT 116.3 RPM
GENERATORS 3 SETS YANMAR 6N21L-DV
SPEED/CONS ABT 13,5 KNTS ON ABT 25,5 MT IFO 380CST

MV "TBN" - BAHAMAS FLAG
34,676 MT DWT ON 10,650M DRAFT
BLT 2003/P.R.CHINA(TIANJIN XINGANG SHIPBUILDING HEAVY INDUSTRY CO.LTD)
ABS +A1(E),BULK CARRIER,SH,+AMS,+ACCU
SS/DD DUE 2013/AUG 2011
HO/HA: 5/5
LOA 179.28 M / BEAM 28.00 M
GT 22072 / NT 11132
GRAIN 44020.5 CBM
CRANES 4x30 MT ELECTRO-HYDRAULIC
AUSTRALIAN HOLD LADDERS FITTED
CO2 FITTED / GRAB FITTED
HEAVY CARGOES STRENGTHENED
M/E SULZER YICHANG MARINE 6RTA48T-B /MCO 7650KW AT 116.3 RPM
GENERATORS 3 SETS YANMAR 6N21L-DV
SPEED/CONS ABT 13,5 KNTS ON ABT 25,5 MT IFO 380CST.

BULK CARRIER
Blt Jan 2001 Sanoyasu, Japan
NK Class
Next SS Jan 2011
Next DS Jan 2011
Abt 52,549 tdw 12.041 m draft
Dims 189.90/182.66 x 32.26 x 17.1 m
Grain/Bale 66,597 / 64,545 cbm
4 c x 25 tons
M/e DU 7,722 kw 118 rpm.

+++++++++++++++  

**BULK CARRIER**  
**CLASS BV**  
BLT 2010 CHINA  
LOA 189.98M  
BREADTH 32.26M  
DEPTH 18.00M  
DRAFT 12.80,  
DWT 55303MT  
CAPA ABT 68383M3  
MAX CARGO DENSITY  3T/M3  
MAIN ENGINE MAN-B&W 6S50MC-C 1 SET  
C.S.R 8532KW X 122.6R/MIN  
SERVICE SPEED AT C.S.R,  ABT 14.60KN  
ENDURANCE  ABT 16,800 N.MILE  
COMPLEMENT  25 PERSONS  
CLASSIFICATION  BV  
5 HO/HA  
CRANE 4 X 36MT OUTREACH 28M  

BEST OFFERS INVITED. CAN GUIDE.  

+++++++++++  

**SLOTS FOR NEW-BUILD BULKERS;**  
Pls note that we have opportunities for new-built vessels, such as following;

- Four (4) mtdwt 32.000 handysize newbuildings  
- Delivery 2011  
- Payment terms 5 x 20%  
- Price USD 25 – 26 mill depending on specifications

**NOTE; IF YOU DO NOT FIND THE VESSEL YOU WANT FROM THIS LIST, PLEASE CONTACT US. WE HAVE MORE VESSELS FOR SALE.**

**GLOBAL CHIMAKS**  
Edif. 'THE HEIGHTS',  
38650 Los Cristianos,  
Tenerife, Spain.  
Web; www.globalchimaks.com  
Email; tony@globalchimaks.com  
tonychar5@yahoo.com  
Tel; +34 650 869 504  
Fax; +34 922 793 104